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Having been involved in Rugby Borough Council Local Plan during the past 18 
months by attending the public Council Meeting, various Community Meetings, the 
consultation event at Whitefield’s Golf Course and submitted a number of emails 
outlining my thoughts; positive and negative to the proposed developments I now 
submitting this document as part of State 2 Hearings within the process. 
 
My observation is that my previous efforts were neither acknowledged, recognised 
nor commented upon by Rugby Borough Council but in that I understand that I am 
not alone.  As a resident of the Borough since the early 1980s and a past Parish 
Clerk I am committed to the concept of Local Democracy and wish to express that in 
my opinion our elected local Councillors, on this particular issue, have fallen far short 
of their legal responsibility of representing, listening to, engaging with and acting 
upon the wishes of their residents.  This is a sad and sorry state of affairs when the 
public are being asked to contribute more to local issues, to get more involved and to 
take on more responsibility!     
 
However, that being the status quo I wish to highlight my current concerns.  
 
With regard to the proposed warehouses close to Thurlaston Turn and the A45 
roundabout has RBC consulted with and cooperated with adjacent Councils who 
have already built extensive warehousing facilities.  Places like Daventry, Coventry, 
Harborough that are operational must have valuable data on the current level of 
demand, future predictions and whether or not there is currently more provision than 
is required.  Has RBC contacted these councils? 
. 
The value of productive agricultural land needs to be seriously assessed.  It should 
not be dismissed for short term or quick fix economic alterations that appear to lack 
the robust rigor of the local and regional needs.  Once the land has a change of use 
there is no going back.  Observing how other countries devastate the planet for 
economic gain is something we all have been doing for years. Pointing the critical 
finger at others is easy and we are good at it!   I would like to be able to read the 
evidence that these net gains and losses in relation to land use and community 
benefit are available for residents to see what RBC has done or commissioned 
others to do on behalf of their residents.    
 
The warehouse projected benefits can only be enhance by thorough research into 
past and current trends.  As can the establishment and need for an increase in the 
number of small localised trading estates.  One similar scale trading estate in 
Dunchurch as that proposed at the A 45 roundabout is already evidence of RBCs 
previous efforts.  The premises resemble more of a ghost trading estate.  Will that be 
the fate of this current proposal? Is there a risk assessment available for the public to 
see? 
 
Whilst the relationship with our European Allies in currently being shredded, 
renegotiated and redefined through the Brexit Talks I am amazed at the degree of 
confidence in local Councillors and their Policy Officers to confidently put forth a 



programme of development involving the wholesale change of land use.  The need 
for the UK to be more self-sufficient, operate more sustainably and tread carefully 
into unknown waters with caution I would have thought is paramount.  This appears 
not to be the case with our local RBC representatives.  What is their real agenda?  
Self Interest? The inability to take a U Turn?  A conviction that they must be RIGHT? 
Tinkering with margin issues is one thing.  Wholesale pillage of land, communities 
and people lives I would suggest is not their brief, not what they are appointed to do , 
instructed to do, have the expertise to do nor finally the right to do.  
 
 
I respect those that take up Public Office and give of their time to hold such 
positions, to carry out such roles and to dedicate their lives, time and energies in that 
direction.  But we all have a moral obligation as citizens to do the same and no one 
person’s voice should carry more weight than another’s.  Equality of Opportunity is a 
precious concept to me.  Thank you for this opportunity to express my thoughts.  My 
expectation that this is read and valued no more or less than those of RBC 
representative councillors.   
 
Firstly having a voice is a democratic right.  
 
Secondly elected representatives are there to hear my voice. 
 
Thirdly they are tasked with ensuring that I am informed if that voice is unfounded.  
 
Finally we all live in the space of RBC and we support the work of our elected 
members through our voting and our council tax payments.  The money they have to 
work with is provided by us.   
 
We are not the opposition.   
 
We are the electorate.   
 
We are the tax payer,  
 
We are the shared custodians of this plot of land.  
 
It is our moral duty to ourselves, to those who went before us and to those who will 
come after us to protect the integrity of our actions in a civilised manner and with 
dignity.  
 
 Fingers crossed that these principles do not get lost amongst the clamour just to 
“do”  
 
Kind regards 
 
Mrs Maureen Steer 


